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10 reasons to be proactive with

self-defense before it’s too late

1-   RAPE
every 21 hours a woman is raped on a U.S. college campus.

2-   SEXUAL ASSAULT
every 2 minutes someone is sexually assaulted in our country.

3-   SEX TRAFFICKING
over 100,000 children & teens are trafficked in the sex trade in the U.S.

4-   ABDUCTIONS
49% of all child abductions involve a weapon (gun and/or knife).

5-   ROBBERY
someone is robbed every 1.3 minutes in the U.S.

6-   MURDER
within the U.S., someone is brutally killed every 34.5 minutes.

7-   VIOLENT CRIME
every 23.9 seconds there is a crime violently committed.

8-   DOMESTIC ABUSE
every 15 seconds a woman is beaten by her intimate partner.

9-   SURVIVAL
getting to your attacker first increases your chances of prevailing.

10- FREEDOM
protect your life... learn Krav Maga.
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Krav Maga Ground Defenses

1-   attacker on top – punching you
bridge. arm bar. punch to groin. get up. kick. 
continue attack til threat is removed.

2-   attacker on top – choking you
bridge. pluck. arm bar. punch to groin. get up. kick. 
continue attack til threat is removed.

3-   attacker on top – your hands held down
bridge. turn face to side. punch to groin. get up. kick. 
continue attack til threat is removed.

4-  attacker on side – choking you
left hand on one arm. bring right knee to opponent’s chest. 
left leg over opponent’s head and lock ankle on his neck. 
hold onto his right arm with both hands. kick to groin. get up. kick. 
continue attack til threat is removed. 

*as adapted from “Krav Maga: Use of the Human Body as a Weapon Philosophy” by Boaz Aviram (2009).
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5 Principles of 

Krav Maga Knife Defenses

1-   The same body movement principles of using instinctive 

defenses against strikes and kicks apply even when your 

opponent has a knife. 

2-  Defend according to the position of your opponent.

3-  Understand the 4 knife attacks: top down, straight/front, 

under/bottom up, slash and how to execute the 4 knife 

attacks.

4-  Defend, immobilize, and control the opponent’s wrist. 

5-  Control the knife BEFORE the opponent has the opportunity 

to retract the knife from his attack.

*as adapted from “Krav Maga: Use of the Human Body as a Weapon Philosophy” by Boaz Aviram (2009).
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5 Principles of 

Krav Maga Pistol Defenses

1-   understand reaction time

2-  do not project your defensive intension

3-  train your body for minimum movement to reach  

barrel and move it away while pivoting your body 

away from pistol threat

4-  once barrel is pointed away from your body, 

control pistol, and immediately follow with a 

counter attack

5-  retract the pistol (away from self). take pistol.

*as adapted from “Krav Maga: Use of the Human Body as a Weapon Philosophy” by Boaz Aviram (2009).


